
              
              
  

Thank you very much for choosing upTOP™ overland for your adventure gear. We know you 
are excited to get this thing on the north end of your rig but PLEASE take a few minutes to read 
through this instruction manual and familiarize yourself with the parts, our terminology and the 
hardware assortment. If at any point you are uncomfortable performing this installation on your 
own go to a professional installation center and have them perform the installation. 

Tools Required: 

5/32 Allen Wrench 
5mm Allen wrench 
6mm Allen Wrench 
13mm Open End or Ratchet Wrench 
RIV-NUT Tool 
Cordless Drill 
Tape Measure 

Thread locker (Blue NOT Red) 

Contents: 
(2) grooveTEK 
(2) armorTEK 
(1) Front Fairing* 
(4) Mounting Feet 
(7) Load Bars 
(1) Epic Bag of Hardware 

You will need an area at least  72” by 60” to assemble your upTOP™ rack system. Be sure the area is 
clear and the path to your truck is unobstructed as you will need to lift the rack onto the truck and sit it in 
place. Keep the area free from kids, roller skates, dogs, dog toys, garden hoses, rakes, shovels, marbels 
and any other items that might impede your ability to get the rack onto the truck in a safe and practical 
manner. The bravo™ roof rack weighs approximately57 pounds when fully assembled (not including any 
light bar you might have installed) and is awkward to lift. upTOP™ recommends that you have an extra 
pair of capable hands to assist in getting the rack onto the truck. DO NOT DO THIS ALONE. 
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The exploded diagram shows the major components of the upTOP™ Alpha rack for your 
Raptor. For reference the load bars, although each one can be used anywhere, are referred to 
as 1-7 with “1” being the load bar nearest the front fairing and “7” being the one at the rear of 
the rack.
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Remove and unpack the box. Be sure not to discard any packing materials until after the installation. 
upTOP™ uses a mix of bubble wrap and shrink wrap to secure the parts during shipment. Hardware will 
be located in small bags, located inside larger bags as a kit. The smaller bags will contain colored dots 
that correspond to specific steps of the assembly and installation. DO NOT just empty all the nuts, bolts, 
washers, spacers, lock nuts, lock washers, handles (if applicable), paracord, etc….into one large pile and 
sort through it as time goes on. If you follow our steps you’ll have your rack on your truck in no time.  

Visually inspect the parts for damage during shipment. If you notice any damage STOP and call/email us 
so that we can assist you in accessing the damage. 
 
 

Step 1 

Locate the two grooveTEK™ sides and the seven (7) load bars. Also gather the two bags of hardware 
labeled: 
 “Load Bars 1&7” 
 “Load Bars 2-6” 

The grooveTEK™ are engraved/indexed for DRIVER and PASSENGER side. The engraving should face 
out AWAY from the load bars and the small TRIANGLES should be at the FRONT of the roof rack. 

Load bars align to the slots along the top of your grooveTEK™ sides. (See Diagram). The hardware bag 
labeled “Load Bars 1&7” contains HEX bolts, lock washers and slat washers. BY HAND begin to thread 
the fasteners into the load bars 1&7 through the slots. Be sure to fully seat the front and rear load bars as 
this will “Square” the roof rack and make for proper alignment of the sides. Fully seated means that the 
front load bar is all the way forward and the rear load bar is all the way back. 

The HEX bolts are used for load bars 1&7 because with your armorTEK™ installed you won’t be able to 
access these fasteners with an Allen wrench should they need to be adjusted (slid). Using your 7/16” 
wrench fully tighten the load bars. 

Proceed to load bars 2-6 and install them into the remaining slots with the hardware in the bag labeled 
“Load Bars 2-6”. This bag contains 1/4-20 button head stainless screws and lock washers. Hand tighten 
these with an Allen wrench to 21 ft. lbs. of torque. The position of the bars (forward or backward) doesn’t 
matter right now. They are adjustable so that you can scoot them around to line up specific gear you may 
be trying to mount to your roof rack after installation. 
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grooveTEK™ pictured is for illustration purposes only. Yours may vary in appearance.
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Step 2 

With the grooveTEK™ and load bars secured you’re ready to install the four (4) mount feet to 
the rack. Special attention should be paid to the indexing of the feet. You’ll notice them identified 
with “A,B,C, and D” on them. These letters correspond to letters on the grooveTEK™ and 
identify the proper placement of each foot. For reference: 

Drivers side front is A with the Drivers side rear being B. Mirroring that the passenger side front 
is C with the rear being D. 

PAY ATTENTION TO THIS NEXT STEP 

The front feet should mount with the tab of the mount foot to the OUTSIDE of the 
grooveTEK™ while the rear ones mount to the INSIDE of the grooveTEK™. In a nut shell 
the front feet should be installed in between the armor and the grooveTEK™. See Below. 

This will provide the proper alignment of the front feet over the factory drill rail channels that you 
have to drill and install RIV-nuts for mounting the rack to your Raptor. 
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Step 3 

You’re now ready to attach the armorTEK™ to the rack assembly. Locate the bag of hardware 
labeled “armor to grooveTEK™”. You’ll find four (4) 30mm button head bolts with lock washers 
and four (4) HDPE black spacers. The HDPE spacers act as a damper and a shock for the rack 
and help with noise.  
 

The Raptor armor attaches to the grooveTEK™ initially with two(2) bolts per side. The rest of 
the armor attachment will complete with the addition of the GPCA™ grab handles in later steps. 
 

Slide a lock washer over the threads of a 30mm bolt and insert that bolt through the front hole 
outlined in the above diagram.  

Repeat the steps for both sides. 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Step 4 
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The above diagram explains the order of parts for attaching the grab handle assemblies to 
your rack system. Getting the second set of UTP spacers in between the armor and the 
grooveTEK™ while trying to align the fasteners can be tedious BUT it is imperative that the 
UTP spacers be seated in between the two parts of the rack. The UTP spacer acts as a 
damper against vibration the compound of the plastic was selected because of its ability to 
expand and contract in different climates. APPLY BLUE THREAD LOCKER to each fastener 
as you insert them into the rack and begin to tighten them. 

The additional four exposed holes in each piece of armor are for the included GPCA grab 
handles. You will need to lace and attach the safety wire to each individual handle assembly 
before installing them onto the rack. We require you to tie the handles yourself so that you are 
adept at the process and can replace the paracord yourself  as it weathers and wears. 
upTOP™ recommends you inspect the paracord for wear, discoloration, fraying or general 
deterioration three times per year and replace as needed. The stainless steel retention safety 
wire will be cut when replacing paracord and we will furnish new kits of safety wire as needed 
free of charge. You can obtain the replacement retention kit by calling 720.730.6381 ext.104 
or emailing micah@uptopoverland.com. The video for tying your handles can be found here:


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z2Ml48DhIBI&t=102s


Or simply go to youTUBE and type “upTOP handle” into the search tool.

The above illustration lists six (6) grab handles but your application is for four (4). Two per side.
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Step 5 
LIGHT BAR INSTALLATION (optional) 

   If you are installing a light bar into your front fairing you will want to complete the initial 
installation of the light bar itself PRIOR to installing the fairing onto the rack. This will aide in 
reaching the hardware 
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The design of the integrated fairing nests the light bar inside the fairing and in proper 
alignment the light bar will be offset (higher) than the holes cut in your fairing to allow 
the light to pass through. This minimizes “glow back” reflection on the hood of your 
vehicle which can be distracting. 


To align your light bar (aim) we have a pretty steadfast method for you to try. Find a 
parking lot with a large building in it. Park the truck 200 feet from a nice, flat wall. Turn 
on your light bar. Using a ladder access the light bar and shift it around in the brackets 
until the beam of light is 8” off the ground at 200 feet. Through testing we have found 
this to be the best alignment for faster speeds on night runs on trails. 
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The side view shows the order of hardware and spacers to affix the light bar to the bracket. 
The “X” pattern in the bracket allows for vertical and horizontal movement inside the fairing 
for perfect alignment of the light through the fairing. We suggest leaving these fasteners hand 
tight until you are finished aiming the lights and then tighten everything up. Pass the 50mm 
m8x1.25 fastener through a flat washer, then through the light bar bracket, and finally through 
the aluminum spacer (x6s ONLY) and thread the m8 fastener into the threaded holes in your 
light bar. Repeat the process on both sides and only tighten the fasteners tight enough that 
the light bar doesn’t rattle around. Once you have the left and right brackets attached to the 
light bar(s) you can move to attach to the fairing.
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Step 6 

Front Fairing Installation 

With the side armor attached to the rack you are ready to install the front fairing into the rack 
assembly. Locate the bag of hardware labeled “Front Fairing”. Inside you’ll find four (4) 40mm 
m8x1.25 bolts with HDPE Spacers, flat washers and nylon lock nuts. The front fairing attaches 
to the armorTEK™ only and “floats” at the front of the rack to reduce noise transmission from 
wind and drag. The HDPE spacers serve as dampers to suit this purpose. 

Slide a 40mm bolt through the front hole in the armor. Slip an HDPE spacer over the threads. 
Align that bolt through the hole (shown below). Install the nylon lock nut onto the threads of that 
bolt. Repeat the process on ALL FOUR ATTACHMENT POINTS of the front fairing. 
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Step 7 

RACK to Raptor 

The next few steps cover getting the roof rack onto the truck and aligned to mark the locations 
for the holes to drill and install the RIV-nuts into the drip rails. 

It will require sitting the rack on the truck once to make the marks for the pilot holes, removing 
the rack from the truck, performing the drilling and setting the RIV-nuts, applying the sealant and 
finally sitting the roof rack in place over the required spacers and finally bolting the rack into 
position on the truck. 

Drilling the truck is no major task BUT it is IMPORTANT to do this carefully and get it right the 
first time. You will be using drill bits, a cordless drill and a compression tool (not provided). 

The RIV-nut setting tool that we use in house for research and development is readily available 
on amazon. We are providing the link but it is not important which brand you use. What is 
CRITICAL is that you have a MANDREL for m6x1.00 RIV-nuts. 

NOTE 
We like to place a moving blanket or sleeping bag(s) on top of the truck for the initial 
fitment because you will be positioning the rack WITHOUT the spacers for the time being 
and that will put parts of the rack in CLOSE PROXIMITY to the roof and exterior of the 
truck. The moving blanket serves as a barrier to protect the finish of the roof of the truck 
while you manipulate the rack into position to mark the pilot holes for the RIV-nuts. 

TEAM LIFT 
The assembled rack weighs just under 60 pounds and although we are sure you’re hitting the 
gym on the regular this isn’t a 60 pound kettle ball. This is a six foot long, five foot wide 
assembly that is UNWIELDY over your head being sat on top of an $80,000 truck. ASK 
SOMEONE FOR HELP FOR THIS PART. 

With the moving blankets in place pick the rack up and take it UP and OVER the FRONT of the 
truck. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO TAKE IT OVER THE REAR OF THE TRUCK. Your arms are 
NOT long enough to pull this off. You have been warned. Fold the mirrors in to gain a little more 
access around the cab of the truck. 

Set the rack up on top of the truck. Gently scoot the moving blankets up under the rack to 
expose the drill rails of the truck on the DRIVER and PASSENGER side of the truck. 

The final position of the rack WILL VARY depending on the year of manufacture of your truck. 
The guideline for proper placement is as follows: 

Scoot the rack forward and backward along the roof until the MOUNT FEET holes are 
CENTERED in your drip rails. This is the only sure fire way of aligning the rack properly as there 
are no visual indicators in your drip rails to measure off of. If BOTH HOLES in ALL FOUR 
mount feet are centered in the drip rails you ARE IN THE RIGHT SPOT. 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Step 8 

With the rack in proper position reach through the holes in the mount feet to mark each location 
to drill. It is in your best interest to MAKE SURE THE INDEX MARKS ARE CENTERED IN THE 
HOLES. We provide a hole in the mount foot that will allow .0625” +/- of error. How good a shot 
are you? 

After the holes are CLEARLY marked and verified to be centered use your mate again and 
remove the rack from the truck. 

We provide the proper size drill bit for the RIV-nuts to seat in HOWEVER it is advised to start 
with a smaller pilot hole. We use .125 (1/8th) inch for the initial hole. There is little chance of 
protruding the inner roof and damaging the headliner because of the placement of the drip rails. 

TIP 
Measure up .250” (1/4”) up the tip of your drill bit and wrap masking tape around it. This 
will serve as a guide to STOP when you are drilling the holes. Doing this will ensure 
minimal penetration into the interior cabin of the truck and minimize the chance for 
damage. It will also reduce the amount of metal shavings that will fall into the truck. 

With all eight (8) pilot holes drilled transfer that masking tape trick to the provided 11/32” drill bit 
and enlarge each of the eight (8) holes to accept the RIV-nut. The provided RIV-nuts are 
METRIC and the drill bit is the closest available SAE size for the RIV-nut. It may be required that 
you “Wobble” the drill bit in the hole a little bit to enlarge it just enough so that the RIV-nut just 
drops right into the hole.  

RIV-nuts 
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This diagram shows the proper compression of a RIV-nut and how it actually does its job of 
gripping the surrounding sheet metal and forming a suitable thread to secure the rack to the 
truck. With all eight (8) RIV-nuts installed you can expect a load capacity in excess of 275 
pounds in DYNAMIC (moving) load.
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VIDEO LINK 

This link is a really good training tool on the proper application of RIV-nuts. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xJiqbPUQ6M 

TOOL LINK 

This link on Amazon is the EXACT tool that we use in our shop for setting RIV-nuts: 

https://www.amazon.com/rzx-4-20m10-24-Riveter-Riveting-Setting/dp/B06XVB3MMG/
ref=sr_1_7?
crid=33YMB3VG4U0AO&keywords=rivnut+tool&qid=1569979488&sprefix=RIVnut%2Caps%2C
172&sr=8-7 
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Step 9 

With all eight (8) RIV-nuts properly set you’re ready to proceed with applying the sealant, 
spacers and putting the rack onto the truck for the final time.  

PRIOR TO MOVING ON: 
Locate the bag of hardware labeled “rack to roof”. Inside that bag you’ll find eight (8) 55mm 
m6x1.00 bolts, lock washers and slat washers. Take ONE of the 55mm bolts and HAND 
THREAD it into each RIV-nut you installed in step 8. Doing this ensures that the threads are 
going to cooperate with you during final installation. IF you encounter any resistance at 
all BY HAND you can run an m6x1.00 TAP into the hole and repair the threads. If the RIV-
nut is beyond repair you can drill it out and replace it with the provided extra RIV-nuts. If 
you require more RIV-nuts (you shouldn’t) call us and we will send them out ASAP at no 
additional cost. 

SEALANT 
We use a standard RTV silicone sealant for the roof rack mounting. The kind we use is readily 
available at any auto parts store as well as Amazon for about $9 (USD) per tube. PermaTEX 
Ultra Black RTV Silicone gasket maker.  

Apply sealant around each RIV-nut. For reference the aluminum spacer you are going to use is 
exactly 19mm in diameter so if you apply a pattern about the size of a quarter you will have a 
good base to seat the spacer. Additionally pump sealant into each threaded hole in all eight (8) 
RIV-nuts. This will eliminate the need to apply sealant to each fastener and keep your hand a 
LOT cleaner. 

With the sealant applied sit the Aluminum spacers in place. The aluminum spacers for your 
truck are different lengths. 

The FOUR (4) LONGER spacers are for the FRONT feet and the FOUR (4) SHORTER ones 
are for the REAR. 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Step 10 

Again with an assistant lift the rack up and place it onto the truck. Position the mount feet over 
the spacers (general vicinity) and sit the rack down. 

BY HAND take the 55mm m6x1.00 bolts and slide the lock washer and the flat washer onto the 
threads. Start each bolt into the RIV-nuts BY HAND with a 5mm Allen Wrench. DO NOT USE 
POWER TOOLS FOR THIS. If the threads bind you will feel it by hand and you WILL NOT feel 
it with an impact for a hand drill. 

With all eight(8) bolts started successfully you can work your way around the truck ant tighten 
each fastener completely. Torque to 32 ft. lbs. of torque. If a torque device is not available to 
you…you want these as tight as the lid on a pickle jar your wife asked you to open. These 
fasteners secure the rack to the ROOF OF YOUR TRUCK. It is CRITICAL that these fasteners 
are tight.  

COMPLETION 

Over the next 48 hours the sealant will cure. During this time it is important not to subject the 
truck to excess water. NO PRESSURE WASHING. NO AUTOMATIC CAR WASHES. 

Periodically check all fasteners for adequate torque.  

Refer to vehicle manufacturers specifications for load capacity. USE COMMON SENSE 
when loading your roof rack. Make sure loads are evenly distributed. NO ELEPHANTS.
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